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Text on main image (in place of current ‘Design and Alteration”):

“A Passion for Fashion - Dressmaking and Alterations”

Home
There’s nothing like the feeling of flattering clothes that fit
you perfectly
Original designer dresses tailored to your fashion requirements GLORIOUSLY YOU… and affordable!
Avoid the expense of new clothes with a make-over of your existing
wardrobe
People come in all shapes and sizes so clothing needs customizing to body type and
personality. Tailored attire may seem a luxury, but here it’s affordable.
Whether you need a new designer dress, a new look for an existing outfit, or just
clothing alterations - you’ll get quality work with tender love and care - and
responsive service.
We are dedicated to excellence in all our dressmaking and alterations, so allow us to
keep you feeling comfortable and looking great!
It’s our pleasure to be serving customers like you every day!
Find out more about our dressmaking and alterations services and prices.

About
Tender love & care with creative flair - and customer smiles!
I’m so excited you’ve come to visit! My name is Isabella. I love what I do and enjoy
every moment of it. My greatest pleasure is seeing a smile on my customer’s face
while trying their clothes on.

The making of a tailoring alterations & dressmaking business
My business all started by inspiration in the fashion capital of the world – Italy, my
homeland. After doing office admin work there for many years I came to New
Zealand and dabbled in dressmaking and tailoring. After endless requests from
family and friends, I branched out and made a business of dressmaking.
I’ve since enjoyed the satisfaction of having my dresses displayed in boutique shops
and fashion shows. My dressmaking creations are unique and special, and some of
them 'very quirky' as my friends say.
I can do anything from shortening pants, tightening skirts, to sewing professional
quality designer dresses.
I have been in Auckland for the last 16 years and I love the people and community. I
am so excited to be serving the local area of Mt Eden and beyond!
Find out more about my tailoring alterations & dressmaking services and prices

